
Stereoscope 
images in 
After Effects
Brief description:
Basically, in order to produce a 
stereoscopic image with 3d glasses, 
one has to forcibly cross the eyes of 
the viewer. So that means, per element 
that you want to see with the 3d 
glasses, you will render out two 
versions of it (red and cyan)and offset it 
against each other  to make it come out 
of the computer screen.

Lets get started!

First you need to download my demo AE file (StereoscopingAE.zip)
Inside you will find the AE file together with the video footages, sounds, and fonts.

I started this tutorial a week before the final Harry Potter Movie, so I thought it would be a 
good idea to copy the artcard from its trailer. So this is how it came about.

! ! ! ! This is from the official trailer



! ! !    This is from my demo after effects file

Ok, so we will not do so much compositing and animation. We will just apply the filters to 
make this existing animation pop out in 3D.

Open your after effects file
(Install Harry Potter font if the text looks different from the images)

Double-click the “HP trailer_ARTCARD01”

Take note, the layers in blue are the layers we will alter to be in 3d, all the other gray layers
we will just leave for now.



Now, select the two layers precompose them all together so that we will be able to change 
the colors of all the text all together.

Name our precomp “Stereo”.



Now, we have only one layer for everything.
Next thing we do, we will need 2 versions of the image.
One in red and one in Cyan.

So first, lets rename our current layer to “Left stereo”.

Now, duplicate our layer and rename the other one “Right stereo”.
Ok, now our next step is converting the images to red and cyan.



Select “left stereo”. Then go to Effects>ColorCorrection>Channel Mixer.

Now, inside the channel mixer 
settings. 

Leave the Red-Red settings to 100
But set the
Green-Green and Blue-Blue to 0.



You now have your red version of the image. Next select the “right stereo”. and apply 
another Channel Mixer filter-effect.

But this time, in our channel mixer settings set Red-Red to 0, and leave the
Green-Green and Blue-Blue attribute to 100.



Settings for the
“right stereo” Layer

Next, now that we have both colors we must offset them opposite to each other to make 
the 3d effect. You will need your 3D glasses on this step to see first hand how much 
offsetting is needed.



After offsetting the red version of the image. Go to the blending options of the layer, and 
select “lighten”.

Ok, thats it! Our animation is now in 3D. Please also note that the farther away we offset 
the two images the farther it comes out of the screen but only to a certain point. Too much, 
it will blur out the image, so to get the perfect value of the offset you will really need to 
composite with your 3D glasses. Cheers!


